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                Flourish Systems Change – Exploring Regenerative Design
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Flourish Systems Change – Exploring Regenerative Design

                  March 15, 2022

                  As the dust settles from the Glasgow Climate Pact and COP26 and there’s a renewed sense of urgency to design paths to net zero and beyond, it’s never been more important to democratise the new ideas and solutions to protect our planet.
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                Sustainability Unravelled – Carbon Offsets
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Sustainability Unravelled – Carbon Offsets

                  March 9, 2022

                  The world of sustainability and climate change can seem complex with its many terms and interpretations, in the Sustainability Unravelled series, we take a key term or trend, break it down to the key facts and provide ideas on the best questions to ask to compare products and services accurately.
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                Interface’s New Clerkenwell Home
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Interface’s New Clerkenwell Home

                  February 24, 2022

                  Our creative hub in Clerkenwell is now officially open for visitors! We have worked hard to establish a unique flexible space that will bring together customers, colleagues, architects and designers to collaborate and define the future of flooring.
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                Striving for a Positive Learning Environment
              

              
                                  Case Study

                
                
                  Striving for a Positive Learning Environment

                  February 16, 2022

                  The new, wooden-structured, integrated Vehmaa School was completed at the beginning of the autumn semester of 2019. About 200 students from grades 1 to 9 have been able to begin their studies at the school’s new premises. The facilities are designed to accommodate a total of 250 pupils. Here, modern learning and working environments have been created, which is reflected in the facilities equipment and teaching methods.
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                Beyond Zero – What’s Next?
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Beyond Zero – What’s Next?

                  February 16, 2022

                  Since the UN Climate Change Conference in November (COP26) the climate conversation has intensified, with the discussion focusing on how to translate pledges and promises into measurable action
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                Creating Connections for the Very Group
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                  Creating Connections for the Very Group

                  February 7, 2022

                  The Very Group, operator of Very.co.uk and Littlewoods.com, turned to us, along with design and build specialists Greenmount Projects, to help them create the ideal setting for collaboration, innovation, learning and socialising. 
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                Sustainability Unravelled: Carbon Neutral Products Made by a Carbon Neutral Company
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Sustainability Unravelled: Carbon Neutral Products Made by a Carbon Neutral Company

                  February 2, 2022

                  Interface is now certified as a Carbon Neutral Enterprise according to the PAS 2060 standard, the leading international standard on carbon neutrality created by the British Standards Institution (BSI). In the last Sustainability Unravelled blog series, we explored what it takes to become a carbon neutral company. Key to that journey has been a wholesale…
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                The Colours of 2022: Which Design Trends Will Take off This Year?
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  The Colours of 2022: Which Design Trends Will Take off This Year?

                  January 31, 2022

                  From purple, to green, to blue, this year brings a variety of different colours, some tones designers have been embracing for many years and some hues that are completely new, refreshing additions. But what do they mean for the design of commercial spaces in 2022?
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                Interface Makes a Splash at Whipsnade Aquarium
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Interface Makes a Splash at Whipsnade Aquarium

                  January 13, 2022

                  Sustainable flooring manufacturer, Interface, and The Zoological Society of London (ZSL) share a commitment to improving the natural environment and creating a climate-conscious world. Their partnership began in 2012 through Net-Works® which was set up to tackle the environmental problem of discarded fishing nets in some of the world’s poorest coastal communities. So, when it came to the ZSL’s latest project, its new aquarium at Whipsnade Zoo, Interface was the perfect choice.  
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                Inspiration Behind the Woven Gradience Collection
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Inspiration Behind the Woven Gradience Collection

                  January 10, 2022

                  We have recently introduced the latest collection in our portfolio of design-led products, Woven Gradience. Combining naturally-inspired colours with soft, muted greys, the collection has been designed to celebrate our connection to nature through colour.
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          Featured Contributor

          [image: ]          Oliver Heath

          As a leading figure in biophilic design, Oliver is working with global modular flooring manufacturer Interface to raise the awareness of the benefits of design inspired by nature. A prominent thinker in the architecture industry and owner of Heath Design Ltd, Oliver is also a writer and TV presenter.
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          Connect with us

          	 Facebook
	 Twitter
	 Instagram
	 Pinterest
	 YouTube
	 LinkedIn


        

        
          Interface
          Interface, Inc. is a global commercial flooring company with an integrated collection of carpet tiles and resilient flooring, including luxury vinyl tile (LVT) and nora® rubber flooring. Our modular system helps customers create beautiful interior spaces which positively impact the people who use them and our planet.

Our mission, Climate Take Back™, invites other companies to join us as we commit to running our business in a way that is restorative to the planet and creates a climate fit for life.
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        We’ve updated our blog

        We recently revamped our blog to provide you with a single destination for the best design and sustainability content – everything from design tips to events and popular trends. 
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          This website uses cookies. By continuing to browse this site you accept the 

          Interface cookie policy

          https://shop.interface.com/GB/en-GB/help-center/privacy-policy.html

        

          
      
    
    
    
    
    
      
    
    



    
    
  
  

  
  

  

  